A potential animal model for creating a controlled and reversible anterior cruciate ligament insufficiency.
We developed and tested a device to manipulate the axial position of the tibial anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) insertion in vitro to create a potential animal model that could simulate both ACL insufficiency and 'optimal' ACL reconstruction. This model is based on the concept that controlled incremental proximal displacement of the tibial ACL insertion simulates ACL insufficiency. Replacing the insertion at the joint level and then adjusting its position until the forces recorded equaled those in the ACL-intact knee can simulate 'optimal' ACL reconstruction. Anterior tibial translation (ATT) was quantified in vitro in 24 sheep cadaver knees with the ACL intact and after the ACL was cut or detached (ACL insufficiency). In 8 knees, a bone plug including the tibial ACL insertion was detached, mounted in a specially designed device, and adjusted to reproduce ATT of the ACL-intact knee. ATT was then measured after proximal displacement of the tibial ACL insertion in calibrated 1 mm increments. The results revealed that detaching the ACL increased ATT by 132-700%. Controlled 3 mm proximal displacement of the insertion using this device increased ATT by more than 100%. Comparing the increase in ATT due to controlled displacement of the ACL insertion to that due to detaching the ACL, in only one case was the same magnitude of ACL insufficiency reproduced. Despite the variability between knees, the device was able to reproduce ATT of the ACL-intact knee and to substantially increase ATT with controlled proximal displacement of the tibial ACL insertion. Use of this device, if successful in an in vivo ACL reconstruction model, could help define any quantitative association between altered joint kinematics and degenerative changes in the joint.